
BACHELOR OF COMPUTER APPLICATION PART-I SEMESTER-II (CBCS) SUMMER 2024

Examination Admission Card

ABHISHEK VIJAYRAO DESHMUKH

Name and Address of Examinee

102 / Shri shivaji arts & commerce college, amravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

221180517

AT. POST BRAMHANWADA PATHAK

22AK110222 118

College CodeCenter CodeExaminee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

MALE1024 ENG

4/27/24 12:37 PM

1 DSC- 1(T) Computer System and Interface 2017

2 DSC- 3 (T) Object Oriented Programming 2019

3 DSC- 4 (T) Fundaentals of Computational 2020

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



BACHELOR OF COMPUTER APPLICATION PART-I SEMESTER-II (CBCS) SUMMER 2024

Examination Admission Card

AHINSAK RAMKRUSHNA MOHANE

Name and Address of Examinee

102 / Shri shivaji arts & commerce college, amravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

221180527

Tondgaon

22AK110226 118

College CodeCenter CodeExaminee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

MALE1024 ENG

4/27/24 12:37 PM

1 DSC- 1(T) Computer System and Interface 2017

2 DSC- 3 (T) Object Oriented Programming 2019

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



BACHELOR OF COMPUTER APPLICATION PART-I SEMESTER-II (CBCS) SUMMER 2024

Examination Admission Card

ATHARV SANJAY THAKARE

Name and Address of Examinee

102 / Shri shivaji arts & commerce college, amravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

221180529

radhakrushna colony morshi

22AK110235 118

College CodeCenter CodeExaminee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

MALE1024 ENG

4/27/24 12:37 PM

1 DSC- 1(T) Computer System and Interface 2017

2 DSC- 3 (T) Object Oriented Programming 2019

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



BACHELOR OF COMPUTER APPLICATION PART-I SEMESTER-II (CBCS) SUMMER 2024

Examination Admission Card

ATHARVA SATISH DESHMUKH

Name and Address of Examinee

102 / Shri shivaji arts & commerce college, amravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

221180499

shirala

22AK110237 118

College CodeCenter CodeExaminee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

MALE1024 ENG

4/27/24 12:37 PM

1 DSC- 1(T) Computer System and Interface 2017

2 DSC- 3 (T) Object Oriented Programming 2019

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



BACHELOR OF COMPUTER APPLICATION PART-I SEMESTER-II (CBCS) SUMMER 2024

Examination Admission Card

AYUSH PRAMOD APKAJE

Name and Address of Examinee

102 / Shri shivaji arts & commerce college, amravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

221180452

gavalipura

22AK110238 118

College CodeCenter CodeExaminee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

MALE1024 ENG

4/27/24 12:37 PM

1 DSC- 1(T) Computer System and Interface 2017

2 DSC- 3 (T) Object Oriented Programming 2019

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



BACHELOR OF COMPUTER APPLICATION PART-I SEMESTER-II (CBCS) SUMMER 2024

Examination Admission Card

DHANSHRI ASHOKRAO UDAPURE

Name and Address of Examinee

102 / Shri shivaji arts & commerce college, amravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

221180546

gandhi chowak

22AK110246 118

College CodeCenter CodeExaminee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

FEMALE1024 ENG

4/27/24 12:37 PM

1 DSC- 1(T) Computer System and Interface 2017

2 DSC- 3 (T) Object Oriented Programming 2019

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



BACHELOR OF COMPUTER APPLICATION PART-I SEMESTER-II (CBCS) SUMMER 2024

Examination Admission Card

DIKSHA UMESH NACHANE

Name and Address of Examinee

102 / Shri shivaji arts & commerce college, amravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

221180503

swastik colonny hiwarkhed

22AK110247 118

College CodeCenter CodeExaminee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

FEMALE1024 ENG

4/27/24 12:37 PM

1 DSC- 3 (T) Object Oriented Programming 2019

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



BACHELOR OF COMPUTER APPLICATION PART-I SEMESTER-II (CBCS) SUMMER 2024

Examination Admission Card

DIVYA DIPAKRAO GIRHE

Name and Address of Examinee

102 / Shri shivaji arts & commerce college, amravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

221180483

Mali Pura

22AK110248 118

College CodeCenter CodeExaminee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

FEMALE1024 ENG

4/27/24 12:37 PM

1 DSC- 1(T) Computer System and Interface 2017

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



BACHELOR OF COMPUTER APPLICATION PART-I SEMESTER-II (CBCS) SUMMER 2024

Examination Admission Card

DIYA PRAKASH GUPTA

Name and Address of Examinee

102 / Shri shivaji arts & commerce college, amravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

221180496

CHAWALMANDI ACHALPUR

22AK110249 118

College CodeCenter CodeExaminee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

FEMALE1024 ENG

4/27/24 12:37 PM

1 DSC- 3 (T) Object Oriented Programming 2019

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



BACHELOR OF COMPUTER APPLICATION PART-I SEMESTER-II (CBCS) SUMMER 2024

Examination Admission Card

HARISH VITTHALRAO VINCHURKAR

Name and Address of Examinee

102 / Shri shivaji arts & commerce college, amravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

221180545

At post Aasegaon purna,

22AK110259 118

College CodeCenter CodeExaminee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

MALE1024 ENG

4/27/24 12:37 PM

1 Communication Skill 2015

2 DSC- 1(T) Computer System and Interface 2017

3 DSC- 2 (T) Data Base Managemant System 2018

4 DSC- 3 (T) Object Oriented Programming 2019

5 DSC- 4 (T) Fundaentals of Computational 2020

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



BACHELOR OF COMPUTER APPLICATION PART-I SEMESTER-II (CBCS) SUMMER 2024

Examination Admission Card

HIMANSHU ANIL POTODE

Name and Address of Examinee

102 / Shri shivaji arts & commerce college, amravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

221180550

At : Dhadi

22AK110260 118

College CodeCenter CodeExaminee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

MALE1024 ENG

4/27/24 12:37 PM

1 DSC- 1(T) Computer System and Interface 2017

2 DSC- 3 (T) Object Oriented Programming 2019

3 DSC- 4 (T) Fundaentals of Computational 2020

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



BACHELOR OF COMPUTER APPLICATION PART-I SEMESTER-II (CBCS) SUMMER 2024

Examination Admission Card

JANAVI SHARAD WANKHADE

Name and Address of Examinee

102 / Shri shivaji arts & commerce college, amravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

221180512

gadge baba nagar

22AK110262 118

College CodeCenter CodeExaminee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

FEMALE1024 ENG

4/27/24 12:37 PM

1 DSC- 1(T) Computer System and Interface 2017

2 DSC- 3 (T) Object Oriented Programming 2019

3 DSC- 4 (T) Fundaentals of Computational 2020

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



BACHELOR OF COMPUTER APPLICATION PART-I SEMESTER-II (CBCS) SUMMER 2024

Examination Admission Card

KANCHAN DEVIDAS KALAMKAR

Name and Address of Examinee

102 / Shri shivaji arts & commerce college, amravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

221180436

Ram Mandhir

22AK110267 118

College CodeCenter CodeExaminee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

FEMALE1024 ENG

4/27/24 12:37 PM

1 DSC- 1(T) Computer System and Interface 2017

2 DSC- 3 (T) Object Oriented Programming 2019

3 DSC- 4 (T) Fundaentals of Computational 2020

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



BACHELOR OF COMPUTER APPLICATION PART-I SEMESTER-II (CBCS) SUMMER 2024

Examination Admission Card

KHUSHI SURESHRAO KAMBLE

Name and Address of Examinee

102 / Shri shivaji arts & commerce college, amravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

221180577

jawhar colony morshi

22AK110270 118

College CodeCenter CodeExaminee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

FEMALE1024 ENG

4/27/24 12:37 PM

1 DSC- 4 (T) Fundaentals of Computational 2020

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



BACHELOR OF COMPUTER APPLICATION PART-I SEMESTER-II (CBCS) SUMMER 2024

Examination Admission Card

NISHAL NARENDRA INGOLE

Name and Address of Examinee

102 / Shri shivaji arts & commerce college, amravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

221180554

at .post bari pura nandgaon peth

22AK110286 118

College CodeCenter CodeExaminee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

FEMALE1024 ENG

4/27/24 12:37 PM

1 DSC- 1(T) Computer System and Interface 2017

2 DSC- 3 (T) Object Oriented Programming 2019

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



BACHELOR OF COMPUTER APPLICATION PART-I SEMESTER-II (CBCS) SUMMER 2024

Examination Admission Card

PARTH OMPRAKASH TIWARI

Name and Address of Examinee

102 / Shri shivaji arts & commerce college, amravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

221180520

at.post semadoh

22AK110290 118

College CodeCenter CodeExaminee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

MALE1024 ENG

4/27/24 12:37 PM

1 DSC- 1(T) Computer System and Interface 2017

2 DSC- 3 (T) Object Oriented Programming 2019

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



BACHELOR OF COMPUTER APPLICATION PART-I SEMESTER-II (CBCS) SUMMER 2024

Examination Admission Card

SAHIL PRADIP TAYADE

Name and Address of Examinee

102 / Shri shivaji arts & commerce college, amravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

221180553

murtizapur

22AK110314 118

College CodeCenter CodeExaminee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

MALE1024 ENG

4/27/24 12:37 PM

1 DSC- 1(T) Computer System and Interface 2017

2 DSC- 3 (T) Object Oriented Programming 2019

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



BACHELOR OF COMPUTER APPLICATION PART-I SEMESTER-II (CBCS) SUMMER 2024

Examination Admission Card

SANCHIT BANDU BHUJADE

Name and Address of Examinee

102 / Shri shivaji arts & commerce college, amravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

221180429

JAWARDI

22AK110322 118

College CodeCenter CodeExaminee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

MALE1024 ENG

4/27/24 12:37 PM

1 DSC- 1(T) Computer System and Interface 2017

2 DSC- 4 (T) Fundaentals of Computational 2020

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



BACHELOR OF COMPUTER APPLICATION PART-I SEMESTER-II (CBCS) SUMMER 2024

Examination Admission Card

SARTHAK MANOJ WANKHADE

Name and Address of Examinee

102 / Shri shivaji arts & commerce college, amravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

221180432

shirajgaon band

22AK110324 118

College CodeCenter CodeExaminee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

MALE1024 ENG

4/27/24 12:37 PM

1 DSC- 1(T) Computer System and Interface 2017

2 DSC- 3 (T) Object Oriented Programming 2019

3 DSC- 4 (T) Fundaentals of Computational 2020

4 DSC- 3 (P) CPP 2023

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



BACHELOR OF COMPUTER APPLICATION PART-I SEMESTER-II (CBCS) SUMMER 2024

Examination Admission Card

SARTHAK RAJESH SAWARKAR

Name and Address of Examinee

102 / Shri shivaji arts & commerce college, amravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

221180504

Anand chouk,

22AK110326 118

College CodeCenter CodeExaminee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

MALE1024 ENG

4/27/24 12:37 PM

1 DSC- 1(T) Computer System and Interface 2017

2 DSC- 3 (T) Object Oriented Programming 2019

3 DSC- 4 (T) Fundaentals of Computational 2020

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



BACHELOR OF COMPUTER APPLICATION PART-I SEMESTER-II (CBCS) SUMMER 2024

Examination Admission Card

SHANTANU SUDHAKAR ROKADE

Name and Address of Examinee

102 / Shri shivaji arts & commerce college, amravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

221180561

rangari pura

22AK110337 118

College CodeCenter CodeExaminee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

MALE1024 ENG

4/27/24 12:37 PM

1 Communication Skill 2015

2 DSC- 1(T) Computer System and Interface 2017

3 DSC- 3 (T) Object Oriented Programming 2019

4 DSC- 4 (T) Fundaentals of Computational 2020

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



BACHELOR OF COMPUTER APPLICATION PART-I SEMESTER-II (CBCS) SUMMER 2024

Examination Admission Card

SHUBHAM NARAYAN ADOLE

Name and Address of Examinee

102 / Shri shivaji arts & commerce college, amravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

221180440

AT post yerla

22AK110343 118

College CodeCenter CodeExaminee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

MALE1024 ENG

4/27/24 12:37 PM

1 DSC- 1(T) Computer System and Interface 2017

2 DSC- 3 (T) Object Oriented Programming 2019

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



BACHELOR OF COMPUTER APPLICATION PART-I SEMESTER-II (CBCS) SUMMER 2024

Examination Admission Card

SRUSHTI MANOHAR JAHAKAR

Name and Address of Examinee

102 / Shri shivaji arts & commerce college, amravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

221180563

Durga Nagar

22AK110348 118

College CodeCenter CodeExaminee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

FEMALE1024 ENG

4/27/24 12:37 PM

1 DSC- 1(T) Computer System and Interface 2017

2 DSC- 3 (T) Object Oriented Programming 2019

3 DSC- 4 (T) Fundaentals of Computational 2020

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



BACHELOR OF COMPUTER APPLICATION PART-I SEMESTER-II (CBCS) SUMMER 2024

Examination Admission Card

SUJAL SANJAY KHADSAN

Name and Address of Examinee

102 / Shri shivaji arts & commerce college, amravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

221180552

yashoda nagar 2

22AK110351 118

College CodeCenter CodeExaminee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

MALE1024 ENG

4/27/24 12:37 PM

1 DSC- 3 (T) Object Oriented Programming 2019

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



BACHELOR OF COMPUTER APPLICATION PART-I SEMESTER-II (CBCS) SUMMER 2024

Examination Admission Card

SUMEDH MURALIDHAR RAUT

Name and Address of Examinee

103 / Smt. kesharbai lahoti mahavidyalaya, amravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

221180560

Golwadi po.arak Ta. Mangarulpir washim

22AK110353 118

College CodeCenter CodeExaminee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

MALE1034 ENG

4/27/24 12:37 PM

1 DSC- 3 (T) Object Oriented Programming 2019

2 DSC- 4 (T) Fundaentals of Computational 2020

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



BACHELOR OF COMPUTER APPLICATION PART-I SEMESTER-II (CBCS) SUMMER 2024

Examination Admission Card

SUSHIL SUNIL MANOHARE

Name and Address of Examinee

103 / Smt. kesharbai lahoti mahavidyalaya, amravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

221180564

krushnapur,chandur bazar

22AK110355 118

College CodeCenter CodeExaminee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

MALE1034 ENG

4/27/24 12:37 PM

1 DSC- 1(T) Computer System and Interface 2017

2 DSC- 3 (T) Object Oriented Programming 2019

3 DSC- 4 (T) Fundaentals of Computational 2020

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



BACHELOR OF COMPUTER APPLICATION PART-I SEMESTER-II (CBCS) SUMMER 2024

Examination Admission Card

UTKARSH UMESH BONDE

Name and Address of Examinee

103 / Smt. kesharbai lahoti mahavidyalaya, amravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

211090295

LALPUL SINDHI COLONY

22AK110365 118

College CodeCenter CodeExaminee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

MALE1034 ENG

4/27/24 12:37 PM

1 DSC- 1(T) Computer System and Interface 2017

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.



BACHELOR OF COMPUTER APPLICATION PART-I SEMESTER-II (CBCS) SUMMER 2024

Examination Admission Card

YASH DINESH PATOND

Name and Address of Examinee

103 / Smt. kesharbai lahoti mahavidyalaya, amravatiExam Center Code/Name :

Permanent Reg.
Number (PRN)

Roll No.

221260749

AT.PO. KAVITHA

22AK110694 118

College CodeCenter CodeExaminee
Category

Gender
M/F Medium

Sr. No. Name of Subjects Offered Subject Code.

MALE1034 ENG

4/27/24 12:37 PM

1 DSC- 1(T) Computer System and Interface 2017

2 DSC- 2 (T) Data Base Managemant System 2018

3 DSC- 4 (T) Fundaentals of Computational 2020

Important Instructions before using the Answer Book :
1. Do not write on the back side of the cover page of the answer book. If written it shall not be valued.
2.Use both sides of the pages (except cover page) in the answer book for writing answers. Rough-notes or answers desired to be cancelled should be crossed and a word
“Cancelled” be written over it.
3.While answering put the same question no. of question paper to which the candidate is solving.
4.Do not write or put your signature on the answer book. Write your roll no. on supplementary answer book at appropriate place provided on it.
5.Tag the answer book with the supplementary answer books by using white thread only, else it will amount to malpractices liable for punishment. The No. of supplements used and
the no. of questions answered be invariably written on the answer book.
6.Hand over the answer book to the invigilator after solving all questions, and do not leave the hall till the invigilator is satisfied.
7.Use only black or blue ink  for writing answers, otherwise it will be treated as an identification and the examinee will be liable for punishment.
8.If an examinee writes obscene or vulgar matter in the answer book it will be an unfair practice and the examinee will be liable for punishment .
9.Before using the answer book, examinee shall confirm that his answer book contains 24/40 pages and supplementary answer book of 8 pages. If it is not so, ask the invigilator for
another answer book.

Sign. of Principal and Seal

Rules:
1. Examination will be held as per scheduled dates and the time.
2. Examination hall shall be opened half an hour before the scheduled time on the first
day of exam. and 15 minutes before, on the days follow.
3. The candidate should occupy his/her seat in the Examination hall 10 minutes before
the commencement of Exam.
4. No candidate will be allowed to take Examination without Admission Card.
5. The Officer-in-Charge may allow the late comer examinee upto half an hour after
commencement of Exam.
6.  Nobody will be allowed to go out of the Examination hall during first hour.
7.  Examinees shall not be allowed to handover his answer book before an hour.
8.  Every candidate should maintain discipline in the exam hall, during examination.
9.  No examinee should bring any kind of books, written papers or any objectionable
material in the examination hall.
10. Candidate should write clearly name of exam, roll no., Enrolment/Regd. No.,
Permanent Registration No.(PRN) (in case use of barcode answer sheet ) name of
subject/subject code, Paper, date etc., Important information be written wherever
necessary, in his legible own handwriting.

Director Board of Examination and Evaluation

11. Every examinee should leave the hall only after handing over his answer book to the
invigilator .
12. Every examinee should sign Attendance sheet  at the centre, for each paper.
13. Officer-in-Charge of the centre has powers to take disciplinary actions if an examinee is
found using unfair means in the hall or violating rules of the examination.
14. The candidate using unfair means in exam hall shall be liable for punishment under
31/1982 of Maharashtra malpractice Act’s sub section 7 & 9, and also u/s 48(5) (a) & (b) of
M.P.U. Act, 2016.
15. The duplicate admission card can be obtained on payment of Rs. 30/-
16. Mobiles and Objectionable Equipments are not allowed in the Examination Premises.

Examinee is permitted to appear for the Examination

Note: 1. Carrying Exam admission card is mandatory.
 2. No Supplementary answer book will be provided (in case use of
barcode answer sheets)
 3. Students need to carry drawing board if required.
 4. Student should carry College Id Card.


